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ROUND 2 INTERVIEW  
February 26, 2021 
 
RAFAEL CAMPOS 
 

 

  

RAFAEL CAMPOS:  Yeah, I kind of started a little bit off the tee today, I really did.  I 

think I was just getting a little ahead of myself and I was missing a little bit to the right.  

But I was missing in the correct spots.  I really was.  Which I'm happy with that today.  I 

really never gave myself that many looks to score better, but I managed to deal with the 

situations as good as I could.  So, yeah, I think hopefully tomorrow I'll hit it a little better.  

But I love where I'm standing right now in the tournament, which is -- which I feel good.  

And we'll see about tomorrow.  Kind of work on the driver a little bit for tomorrow. 

 

Q.  And then four years ago you were leading going into the weekend, but this one 

trailing just by a few.  But do you feel like the confidence that you have from that 

four years of experience, that you will be able to have a maybe better result? 

 

RAFAEL CAMPOS:  100 percent.  You know, I have been in this position before here 

on the island, so I feel comfortable.  I'm actually feeling really comfortable out there.  

Yeah.  Having I think a couple shots back heading into the weekend, I think I'm in a 

great spot.   

 

And I know having the lead four or five years ago was a little bit more nervous.  I actually 

do feel a lot more comfortable out here playing golf and being in this position, and 

especially after last week.  Last week really gave me a lot of momentum, and hopefully 

we can keep on going for the next two days. 

 

Q.  And then what was maybe the highlight of your day?  What hole, what shot? 

 

RAFAEL CAMPOS:  Trying to go back. 

 

Q.  13? 

 

RAFAEL CAMPOS:  13, yes, 100 percent.  I had -- I came -- I started the round pretty 

good.  I started with a good 10- 12-footer on hole No. 10 for birdie.  Good up-and-down 

on 11.  Good two-putt on 12.   

 

And then hole No. 13 has really always been my nemesis hole here.  I hit a great 2-iron.  

I had 96 yards into the wind, hard, hard wind, a little left to right.  And I decided to hit a 

56-degree wedge, which I normally hit like 110.  That was a little iffy.  I knew I was 

thinking about probably hitting a 50-degree wedge and kind of chipping it down there.  

But I felt comfortable with the lie and hit a really nice low 56-degree wedge.  It probably 

landed three or four feet past the pin, kind of spun back.  It was on the edge of actually 
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coming all the way down.  But fortunate to have a great look.  And it was a great putt, 

actually.  And it went inside the left.  But, yeah, that was I think the key moment for 

today.  It kind of calmed my nerves down a little bit and I knew I was going to -- just kept 

putting the ball in play and light up at the end. 
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